
Michael J Tamura
World-Renown Spiritual Teacher, Clairvoyant Visionary, 

Co-Host of Living The Miracle Radio 
& Author of YOU ARE THE ANSWER 

In
Longmont, Colorado

< At the Residence Inn By Marriott, Longmont, CO >

•✤•

Saturday, January 18 & Sunday, January 19, 2020

•✤•

Join Us for a Powerfully Illuminating Weekend
to

Explore Your Out-of-Body Psychic Experiences & Astral Life

Where Do You Go When You Go to Sleep?
Waking Up to Your Out-Of-Body Experiences

Saturday, January 18th    10 AM - 5 PM

Who Are You When You’re in Heaven?
Getting More Out of  Your Life on the Spirit Realms

Sunday, January 19th      10 AM - 5 PM

Dear Friends and Awakening Souls,

Do you ever wonder what happens when you go to sleep? Where do you go? What 
do you do? After all, you are obviously still alive, when you are sleeping. Just 
because your body is asleep, would your mind be asleep as well? And, what 
happens to you as a spiritual being? 



Most people can recall that they have had at least some dreams throughout their 
lives, while they slept. If you dream even a little while you are asleep, that means 
your body may be resting, but your mind is still active. And, contrary to popular 
belief, your mind isn’t contained in your brain. It’s so much bigger and more 
expansive than that. 

As extraordinary as the mind is, wouldn’t you think that it would do more than 
merely produce random, meaningless dreams, while your body rested? For 
example, what makes some inventors, artists, and other creatives wake-up in the 
morning with a solution to a problem they’ve been wrestling with? Isn’t it 
fascinating, too, that for most of us, when we dream while we sleep, we assume 
that what we are dreaming is reality? And, often we only realize that we were 
dreaming upon waking up in our bed. Occasionally, for some of us, we become 
lucid during our dreaming and realize that what we are experiencing is nothing but 
a dream. Furthermore, many of us have had dreams in which we awaken in our 
bed in the morning and begin our day as usual only to wake up from that dream to 
discover we were still sleeping. How do we know what is a dream and what is 
reality? How do we know that we are not sleeping right now?

Humanity is now in the process of waking up to a greater reality than what this 
world appears to be. If we are waking up, what are we waking up from and to? 
Could we be waking up from a dream and waking up to what is the true reality? 
Asking these questions and many more and discovering the answers to them 
accelerates your process of awakening more fully to who you truly are and for what 
purpose you are incarnated in this world.

Where Do You Go When You Are Asleep? What Do You Do When You’re in 
Heaven? What keeps most people unconscious of their spirit life out of their body 
and beyond this world? How can you learn to bring back your awareness of 
experiences beyond your body and this world, so that you can live your purpose 
more consciously in this life? Intellectual answers to such questions will not benefit 
you. You have to experience the answers yourself to learn and awaken more to your 
true nature. 

Join Michael J Tamura, world-renown spiritual teacher, clairvoyant visionary, radio 
show host, and author of YOU ARE THE ANSWER, in these two profound all-day 
experiential psychic seminars. Discover what this world is and what is beyond this 



world. Learn how to discern truth from what merely appears to be and gain simple, 
but powerful psychic tools to become more aware of your nightly sojourns while 
you sleep. 

About Michael:

Michael Tamura lives the miracle: Spiritually aware from childhood, he sees you the 
way you are - as immortal souls. To guide thousands to their healing, awakening, 
and true purpose, he draws from years of intensive training, past-life recall, nightly 
out-of-body sojourns, forty-six years of teaching and giving clairvoyant counseling, 
and a lifetime of extraordinary experiences, including returning from death five 
times. 

Beloved around the world as a spiritual teacher, clairvoyant visionary, and pioneer 
of healing and psychic development, he is one of a select assemblage of 
international experts interviewed in multiple-award winner Bill Bennett’s feature 
film, PGS: Intuition Is Your Personal Guidance System. Michael and his wife, 
Raphaelle, a spiritual teacher and clairvoyant, also host their own weekly radio 
show, Living the Miracle, on the VoiceAmerica Talk Radio Network. 

The award-winning author of YOU ARE THE ANSWER provides psychic tools and 
spiritual practices to awaken souls. Through his acclaimed seminars, retreat 
intensives, teleclass courses, writing, media appearances, special events, and audio 
products Michael offers golden opportunities for healing, miracles, and the 
fulfillment of one’s divine purpose. 

Michael’s Website: www.michaeltamura.com 

Living The Miracle with Michael and Raphaelle Tamura: https://
www.voiceamerica.com/show/2735/living-the-miracle


